ECONOMICS MAJOR

Students must also complete the Undergraduate Registration Requirement (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/requirements-policies/undergraduate-registration-requirement/) and the degree requirements of their home school.

The introductory courses ECON 201-0 Introduction to Macroeconomics and ECON 202-0 Introduction to Microeconomics must be taken first and in that order. STAT 210-0 Introductory Statistics for the Social Sciences and MATH 220-1 Single-Variable Differential Calculus should also be taken early in the program; the former is a prerequisite for ECON 281-0 Introduction to Applied Econometrics and the latter for ECON 310-1 Microeconomics. ECON 281-0 and the intermediate theory courses should be completed before 300-level field courses are taken. Although only MATH 220-1 is required, majors are strongly urged to take MATH 220-2 Single-Variable Integral Calculus, MATH 230-1 Multivariable Differential Calculus, and MATH 240-0 Linear Algebra. Majors considering graduate work in economics are strongly advised to take additional mathematics courses and perhaps a second major in mathematics. Students wishing to pursue in-depth study of econometrics may take the advanced econometrics courses ECON 381-1 and ECON 381-2 without taking introductory econometrics ECON 281-0 first. For students who complete ECON 381-1, ECON 281-0 will be waived.

Course Title
---
**Department Courses (12 units)**

3 introductory courses:

- ECON 201-0 Introduction to Macroeconomics
- ECON 202-0 Introduction to Microeconomics
- ECON 281-0 Introduction to Applied Econometrics

3 intermediate theory courses:

- ECON 310-1 Microeconomics
- ECON 310-2 Microeconomics
- ECON 311-0 Macroeconomics

6 additional field courses at the 300 level

**Related Courses (Units depend on mathematics sequence taken.)**

MATH 220-1 Single-Variable Differential Calculus
or MATH 218-2 Single-Variable Calculus with Precalculus
or STAT 210-0 Introductory Statistics for the Social Sciences
or MATH 314-0 Probability and Statistics for Econometrics

3 additional courses in the social sciences, mathematics, history, or statistics, no more than 1 at the 100 level

Joint Major in Economics for MMSS Students

In addition to taking all of the required Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematical-methods-social-sciences/mmss-adjunct-major/) courses, students must take the following in order to complete a joint major in economics (for triple major limitations see MMSS Adjunct Major (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/mathematical-methods-social-sciences/mmss-adjunct-major/)).

Course Title
---
**Department Courses (7 units)**

1 introductory course:

- ECON 201-0 Introduction to Macroeconomics

1 intermediate theory course:

---
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